Consider the problem of loss function minimization when only (possibly noisy) measurements of the loss function are available. In particular, no measurements of the gradient of the loss function are assumed available (as required in the steepest descent or Newton-Raphson algorithms). Stochastic approximation (SA) algorithms of the multivariate Kiefer-Wolfowitz (finite-difference) form have long been considered for such problems, but with only limited success. The simultaneous perturbation SA (SPSA) algorithm has successfully addressed one of the major shortcomings of those finite-difference SA algorithms by significantly reducing the number of measurements required in many multivariate problems of practical interest. This SPSA algorithm displays the classic behavior of firstorder search algorithms by typically exhibiting a steep initial decline in the loss function followed by a slow decline to the optimum. This paper presents a second-order SPSA algorithm that is based on estimating both the loss function gradient and inverse Hessian matrix at each iteration. The aim of this approach is to emulate the acceleration properties associated with deterministic algorithms of Newton-Raphson form, particularly in the terminal phase where the first-order SPSA algorithm slows down in its convergence. This second-order SPSA algorithm requires only three loss function measurements at each iteration, independent of the problem dimension. This paper includes a formal convergence result for this secondorder approach.
INTRODUCTION
There has recently been a growing interest in recursive optimization algorithms of stochastic approximation (SA) form that do not depend on direct gradient information or measurements. Rather, these SA algorithms are based on an approximation to the p-dimensional (say) gradient formed from measurements of the objective function. This interest has been motivated by problems such as the adaptive control of complex processes, system optimization based on computer-andor labor-intensive simulations, the training o f recurrent neural networks, and the optimization of complex queuing and discrete-event systems. The principal advantage of algorithms that do not require direct gradient measurements is that they do not require knowledge of the functional relationship between the parameters being adjusted (optimized) and the objective (say, loss) function being minimized. Such a relationship, together with its gradient, can be notoriously difficult to develop in problem areas such as those mentioned above.
The simultaneous perturbation SA (SPSA) algorithm in Spall(1988 Spall( , 1992 , which is based on a highly efficient gradient approximation (requiring only two measurements of the loss function for any p), is one such gradient-free algorithm. Theory and examples in these references have shown that SPSA is generally capable of significantly reducing the total number of loss function measurements needed to achieve convergence over other standard SA algorithms (see also Chin 1994 and Spall and Cristion 1992 . This paper extends the SPSA algorithm to include second-order (Hessian) effects with the aim of accelerating convergence in a stochastic analogue to the deterministic Newton-Raphson algorithm. Like the standard (first-order) SPSA algorithm, this second-order algorithm is simple to implement and requires only a small number-independent of p-of loss function measurements per iteration. In particular, only three measurements are required to estimate the loss-function gradient and inverse Hessian at each iteration. The results here represent an extension and enhancement (relative to the basic approach, theory, and numerical analysis) of the basic second-order idea introduced in Spall (1994) .
We consider the problem of minimizing a (scalar) gain and an approximation to the gradient based on the measurements of LC). The SPSA algorithm mentioned above requires only two measurements of L e ) to form the gradient approximation, independent of p (versus 2 p in the standard multivariate finite-difference approximation considered, e.g., in Sacks 1958 , which extends the scalar algorithm of Kiefer and Wolfowitz 1952) . Theory presented in Spall (1992) and Chin (1994) shows that for large p the SPSA approach can be much more efficient (in terms of total number of loss measurements to achieve effective convergence to 0*) than the finite-difference approach in many cases of practical interest.
In extending SPSA to a second-order (accelerated) form, we outline in Section 2 how the gradient and inverse Hessian of L(*) can both be estimated on a periteration basis using only three measurements of L(*) (again, independent of p ) . With these estimates, we can then create an SA analogue to the Newton-Raphson algorithm (which, recall, is based on an update step that is negatively proportional to the inverse Hessian times the gradient).
Before presenting the approach, let us contrast it with other second-order SA approaches. Fabian (197 1) forms estimates of the gradient and Hessian for a NewtonRaphson-type SA algorithm by using, respectively, a finite difference approximation and a set of differences of finite difference approximations. This leads to Ob2) measurements of L ( -) per update of the 8 estimate, which is extremely costly whenp is large. Ruppert (1985) assumes that direct measurements of the gradient g (-) are available, as in Robbins-Monro. He then forms a Hessian estimate by taking a finite-difference of gradient measurements; hence O@) measurements of g(*) are required for each update step in estimating 0. This approach differs from ours in both its requirements to measure g (-) and in its large number of measurements required per iteration. A type of second-order convergence for SA is reported in Ruppert (1988) and Polyak and Juditsky (1992) based on the idea of iterate averaging. However, as discussed in Chin and Maryak (1995) , this approach does not generally provide accelerated convergence in the SPSA setting. The algorithm here is in the spirit of adaptive (matrix) gain SA algorithms such as those considered in Benveniste, Metivier, and Priouret (1990, Chaps. 3-4) in that a matrix gain is estimated concurrently with an estimate of the parameters of interest. It differs, however, in that no direct observations of the gradient are assumed available.
THE APPROACH
The second-order SPSA approach is composed of two parallel recursions, one for 8 and one for the upper triangular matrix square-root, say S = S(8), of the Hessian of L(%). (We estimate the square root to ensure that the inverse Hessian estimate used in the second-order SPSA recursion for 8 is positive semidefinite.) The two recursions are, respectively, whe_re ak, Hk are non-negative scalar gain coef$cients, i k ( 8 k ) is the SP gradient approximation to gk( 8,) (see Spall 1992) , and Gk is an observation related to the gradient of a certain loss function (defi_ne_d in Equation ( 3 ) bel:~) with respect to S. Note that slsk (which depend: on 8,) represents an estimate of the Hessian matrix of L( 8,). Hence Equation (2a) is a stochastic analogue of the wellknown Newton-Raphson algorithm of deterministic optimization. Since i k ( O k ) has a known form, the parallel recursions in Equations (2a) and (2b) can be implemented once we specify e,, which is addressed below.
As discussed in Spall (1988 Spall ( ,1992 , the SP gradient approximation requires two measurements of I,(.): yp)and $I. These represent measurements at design levels 8,+ ckAk and e,-ckAkrespectively, where ck is a positive scalar and represents a user-generated random vector satisfying certain regularity conditions, e.g., Ak being a vector of independent Bernoulli f l random variables satisfies these conditions but a vector of uniformly distributed random variables does not. (The term "SP" comes from the fact that all elements of ;,are perturbed simultaneously in forming g k (e,) , as opposed to the finite difference form, where they are perturbed one-at-a-time.) To perform one iteration of Equations (2a) and (2b), one additional measurement, say y$', is required; this measurement represents an observation of L(.) at the nominal design level e k . For these three measurements, we make the assumption that thejr corres onding noises e r ) , fi-), and f k (e.g., yLO'= L( 8,) + f k satisfy a standard martingale difference condition for all k (see condition C.2 below). Note that there is no requirement that the noises be mutually or sequentially independent. As a means of obtaining an estimate of the squareroot Hessian, we introduce the following loss function to be minimized:
where S is restricted to be in upper triangular form and the {Ak} are i.i.d. vectors (see also C.2 below). Note that i(Sl0) is minimized (= 0) at S = H(O)"*, where the exponent, 1/2, represents the upper triangular square root. In the usual way, the optimal S can be found as a solution to G(Sl0) = a i(Sl8)/aS = 0. The classical Robbins-Monro SA algorithm can then be used to find S once we obtain an appropriate estimate of the matrix gradient G(Sl0).
To motivate theAforpfor the estimate of a i(Sle)/aS at S = i k , denoted Gk(skl6k)inEquation (2b) above, note that where the matrix gradient is with respect to only the upper triangular elements in S. Other elements are fixed at zero (this assumes for now the validity of the indicated interchange of derivative and integral, which will be justified in the proposition below). Then we let where from Graham (1981, p. 123) A simple second-order Taylor expansion of both L( e k & c&) about 8, provides the intuition as to why the form in Equation ( 5 ) is chosen as an estimate of the gradient in Equation (4). This claim is made rigorous in the Proposition below.
We now establish conditions such that the form for
Gk will yield an a x convergent estimate for Ob and S h . There exists a compact set contained within the domain of attraction (see, e.g., Lai 1985) associated with tke linked differential equations in C.4 such that {Ok, s k } lies within the compact set infinitely often for almost all sample points.
Proposition. If conditions C.0-C.5 hold, then i k + e* as.
( 7 4 i?k -+ S * a.s.
Proof. Let 6 = (ik, i?k ) . Note that Equations (?a) and (2b) can be written as one joint SA algorithm for f l k with gain ak (so that &k/ak appears before Gk to preserve algebraic equivalence to Equation 2b. Hence, by C. 1 and C.3-C.5, the differential equation method of Kushner and Clark (1978, pp. 38-39) , Metivier and Priouret (1984) , or Lai (1985) can be employed. This method implies that Equations (7a) and (7b) will hold if the following two pairs of conditions hold:
(i) (a) llbk(jk)ll5 const. Vk, bk + 0 as. Spall (1992, Prop. 1) that employ the martingale inequality in Doob (1953, p. 3 15) orKushner_and Clark (!978, p.
we can use assumption (2.3 (boundedness of S i 1 ) together with the simple martingale arguments associated with Equation (3.4) in Spall (1992) to conclude that (ii)(a) is true.
Finally, for (ii)(b), we can follow the martingale ideas above and conclude that the result holds if 
-E ( G~(~j I~j ) I~; ) .
Then,invokingthe boundedness assumptions in C.0, C.2, and C.3, straightforward algebra shows that = O ( c 2 ) . Hence, by C.1, Equation (8) Remark 1. There are several simple variations on the form for Gk shown in Equation (3, which might enhance the performance in certain cases, particularly when the measurement noises might tend to be large. These involve taking additional L(*) measurements per iteration with the aim of more than proportionally reducing the number of iterations required to achieve effective (practical) convergence to 0". Two obvious variations are: (i) replace 2 y p ) in EquationJ8) with the sum of two separate measurements of L( 0 , ) (so that Equations (2a) and (2b) now requirefour L(.) measurements per iteration instea! of three), or (ii) average several values of ek(and i k ( 6 k ) ) based on separate sets of three (or four, as just discussed) measurements to form an input to the recursion (Equations (2a) and (2b)) that has lower noise effects. Spall (1992) examines such averaging in the context of standard SPSA; and finds that it can often be both theoretically and computationally effective at reducing the total number of L(-) measurements required to achieve effective convergence. Remark 2. Although we estimate the square root of the Hessian to ensure a positive semidefinite matrix in the SA update of Equation (2a), the same basic idea can be used to estimate (say) the Hessian directly (making the obvious changes to Equations (3) through (6)). This would allow an examination of the loss surface to ensure that we are seeking a minimum (not, say, a saddle point) if this were a concern for a particular application. In fact, using the same three loss measurements, we could augment the recursions (Equations (2a) and (2b)) with an additional recursion (say Equation (2c)) to estimate the Hessian directly as a way of monitoring that the algorithm in Equations (2a) and (2b) is yielding a loss minimum.
Remark 3. Using standard numerical methods (e.g., Householder 1964, Chap. 5), it is possible to avoid explicitly calculating the matrix inverse shown in Equation (2a). This will yield significant computational savings at greater numerical stability.
SMALL-SCALE NUMERICAL STUDY
This section summarizes the results of a preliminary numerical study on the second-order SPSA algorithm of Equations (2a) and (2b). We will compare its performance with that of the standard first-order SPSA algorithm in Spall (1988, 1992) . The loss function L(.) we consider is a fourth-order polynomial with significant interaction among the p = 10 elements in 0 (i.e., the Hessian matrix has significant off-diagonal elements); this makes the loss function flat near O* and, consequently, the optimization problem challenging. Tables 1 and 2 provide the results for this preAimin:ry study, showing the ratio o,f the estimation error llOk -0 *I1 to the initial error 1100 -O *I1 _based on an average of five independent runs (the same 00 was used in all runs, and represents the standard Euclidean norm). lSPSA and 2SPSA represent the first-order and second-order SPSA algorithms, respectively. Table 1 considers the case where there is no noise in the measurements of L(*), while Table  2 includes Gaussian measurement noise (with a one-sigma Second-Order (Newton-Raphson) Optimization value that ranges from 3 to over 100 percent of the L(8) value as 0 varies). The left-hand column represents the total number of measurements used (so with 3000 measurements, ISPSA has gone through k = 1500 iterations while 2SPSA has gone through k = 1000 iterations). The first two results columns in the tables represent runs with the same SA gains a k , ck, tuned numerically to approximately optimize the performance of the lSPSA algorithm (the gains satisfied the conditions in the Proposition). The third results column is based on a (numerical) recalibration of ak, ck to be approximately optimized for the 2SPSA algorithm (an identical a k sequence was used for both 2SPSA columns). The results in both tables illustrate the performance of the second-order SPSA approach for a difficult-to-optimize (i.e., flat surface) function. As expected, we see that the ratios (for both 1 SPSA and 2SPSA) tend to be lower in the no-noise case of Table 1 . Further, we see that the 2SPSA algorithm provides solutions closer to e* both with and without optimal 2SPSA gains. An enlightening way to look at the numbers in the tables is to compare the number of measurements needed to achieve the same level of accuracy. We see that in the no-noise case (Table l) , the ratio of number of measurements for 2SPSA: 1 SPSA ranged from 1 :2 to 1 5 0 . In the noisy measurement case (Table 2) , the ratios for 2SPSA: l SPSA ranged from 1:2 to 1:20. These ratios offer considerable promise for practical problems, wherep is even larger (say, as in the neural network-based direct adaptive control method of Cristion 1992, 1994 , where p can easily be of order lo2 or lo3). In such cases, other secondorder techniques that require a growing (with p) number of function measurements are likely to become infeasible.
with No Measurement Noise llGk -e *I1 II& -e *ii this must be done with some care to ensure good performance of the algorithm. Some theoretical guidance is provided in Fabian (1971) and Chin (1994) , but we have found that empirical experimentation is more effective and easier.
Another practical aspect involves the use of the Hessian estimate: in the studies here we found it more effective to not use the Hessian estimate for the first few (100) iteratio;s in Equations (2a), i.e., still compute jk but replace SkSlin Equation (2a) with an identity matrix so that it then becomes the standard SPSA algorithm for the first few iterations. This allows the inverse Hessian estimate to improve while it really is not needed since L e ) is dropping quickly because of the characteristic steep initial decline of the standard SPSA algorithm.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The second-order SPSA algorithm presented above offers considerable potential for accelerating the convergence of SA algorithms while only requiring loss function measurements (no gradient or higher derivative measurements are needed). Since it requires only three measurements per iteration to estimate both the gradient and Hessianindependent of problem dimension p-it does not impose a large requirement for data collection andlor computation a s p gets large. Future work will focus on strengthening the theoretical basis for the approach along the lines of the efficiency analysis for lSPSA in Spall (1992, Section 4) and on running a more sophisticated numerical study. Nevertheless, the approach as it currently stands seems powerful and relatively easy to apply for use in difficult stochastic optimization problems.
